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Abstract. Employing multiple paths for achieving high capability and robustness has some obvious benefits. New wireless technologies are giving more Internet access modes for notebooks and smart phones. However, most multipath protocols may not get acceptable throughput if reliable transmission is guaranteed. For some cases, the situation may even worse than using single path only. The main reason has strong relationship with the principal of multipath transmission. Motivated by these facts, specific analytical mechanisms are proposed to analyze the potential problems which may lead to serious performance decrease. Following that, we investigate how to use multiple paths legitimately when network environments are fluctuating. In our simulation, topologies for multiple paths and single path are set up for evaluating our analytical methods. Some distinguished scenarios are chosen from different perspectives. The results have revealed some throughput critical conditions and could be helpful in designing scheduling schemes for multipath protocols.
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1. Introduction

The Internet terminal has been using one path for data transmission since the beginning. Expensive network interface and unitary access method lead to such circumstance. Single path protocols (like TCP and UDP in transport layer) are working very well even in complex network scenarios, such as Cloud computing [1], Optical networks [2], Wireless sensor network [3], etc. However, using one path may bring some insoluble problem. For example, when the path failure occurs, the users have to wait a long period for
recovery. Therefore, improving the transmission quality is always the significant target for protocol designers.

With the development of wireless technologies, people could use 802.11, 802.15, 802.16 and other methods to access the Internet, which provide the terminal a sense of possibility to adopt multiple paths for data transmission. As a promising solution for enhancing capability, reliability, security and mobility, multipath transport was widely discussed in both academic and industrial communities. New generation transport protocols, like SCTP [4] and DCCP [5], consider using multiple paths as backups. That means the data packets are still sent on one main path, only heartbeat packets are interchanging on other paths to keep them alive. This kind of mechanism could solve the problem suffered in single path transport (mentioned in previous paragraph). The users do not need to wait a long recovery time, but to use the pre-assigned path immediately. The throughput could be improved obviously. Although this scheme steps forward a little in multipath, the satisfaction is still far from enough. Concurrent multipath transfer is highly needed.

Any new technologies need an appropriate timing for expanding. The hypergrowth of notebooks and smart phones is giving multipath transport a golden opportunity to implement the academic ideas into industrialization. For example, the hardware platform and phone operation system (such as iOS or Android) could provide high speed computing and stable Internet access (via GPRS, 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth or Infrared). Many applications in smart phone are calling for high bandwidth capability based on multipath transport as well.

Using multiple paths simultaneously is quite helpful not only in aggregating the bandwidth, but also in obtaining the service from suitable Internet Service Providers (ISP) rapidly. Imaging a fancy service is located in the server of ISP A, the user who wants to get the service has two access authorities to both ISP A and ISP B. If the default setting is to connect with ISP B, all the data packets have to go through the Internet Exchange Point (IXP), which may cause evident increasing delay. Multipath transport could mitigate this by creating two connections from two ISPs, respectively. If only single path is mandatory for this service, the path created inside the same ISPs will be elected. If multiple paths are allowable, all the paths should be employed as soon as possible to boost the throughput.

The motivation of this paper is following current multipath research statues: Comparing with single path transmission, sending packets on multiple paths should have better throughput. However, that is not always true as expected in the realistic cases due to some potential problems [6]. Performance should be analyzed more carefully to figure out when the multipath should be adopted and when the single path could get higher performance. We only focus on the reliable multipath transmission here.

The main contributions of this paper are:

Proposed a specific mechanism for analyzing the potential problems which may lead to performance decline.
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Studied some critical conditions by setting up suitable topologies and evaluating the analytical mechanism on both multiple paths and single path scenarios.

The ordinary principle of mainline multipath transport protocols will be discussed in Section 2. For the Internet terminals, the multipath protocols in transport layer have to consider many mechanisms to guarantee the reliable transmission. This leads to some potential problems which may influence the performance (detailed in Section 3). Some fundamental formulas are given in this Section as well. The evaluation part, given in Section 4, contains topologies description, parameters setting, performance analysis and comparison. In Section 5, related work is introduced and classified based on relevance. The conclusions and future works are explained in Section 6.

2. Principle of Multipath Transport

In multipath transport, data packets should be ejected and routed on more than one path. The end hosts may have several network interfaces and the multiple paths may have crossover point. Theoretically, no matter how complex the network scenario is, from the users’ perspective, the terminals only need to care about the scheduling and reflection mechanism. In order to achieve reliable transmission, the sender needs to collect all the feedbacks giving by the network and receiver to adjust corresponding schemes.

As an indispensable part of reliable transport, schedule mechanism is responsible for controlling sending speed and sequences. For original TCP, there are some schemes to guarantee the performance of data transmission on single path. When multipath was introduced, all these schemes need to be investigated or modified.

Congestion Control: The multipath could be treated as independent individuals or a whole entity when facing the congestions. That means different congestion control schemes should be designed. The legacy of TCP could be used as reference. Some researchers deem that all the available paths should be optimal used to shift the congestion and obtain load balancing. The consensus of designing multipath protocols is to realize fairness and efficiency at the same time.

Flow Control: When TCP was just getting start running in the old days, the performance of receiver host was not very satisfactory. Especially if “high speed network” is connected, the arriving rate of data packets might be higher than the processing capability of receiver. Even for current modern equipments, establishing too many network connections (like P2P applications) may decrease the performance as well. So in multipath transport scenarios, flow control is also a critical problem. More than that, some recent works have expanded flow control to solve power consumption problems [7].

Sequence Control: For some software inside application layer, data packets are expected to arrive at the destination in order. Due to the parameter variation or restriction policies of ISP network, packets might be
halted inside some routers and lead to disorder situation. It is quite widespread in multipath transport. Assigning Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) to each packet and using them to distinguish out of order are always necessary for reliable multipath transmission.

Retransmission Control: The packet loss is inevitable in the Internet due to current switching and forwarding rules of network infrastructure. It is not hard to perceive which packet is lost based on the information carried by acknowledgments (ACK). The multipath protocols could set reasonable timers for calculation. Path selection in retransmission is also important and might affect the transmission fairness. The core idea in this part is to let the receiver host obtain the lost packet as soon as possible.

It seems that most controlling work are assigned to the sender side, and the receiver is just responsible for collecting and submitting the data packets into application layer, then send the acknowledgements back to the sender. In fact, receiver provides a lot of information in the process of data transmission. Both of them have to deal with some potential problems for enhancing the throughput when using multipath.

3. Potential Problems Analysis

For each Internet end host, there are send buffer and receive buffer in charge of storing unconfirmed output packets and trimming the disorderly input packets, respectively. Both of them may encounter a serious blocking event, which is able to decrease the performance according to the principle of current reliable transport on multiple paths and single path.

3.1. Send buffer blocking

There are two types of data packet inside send buffer: New data packets and retransmission data packets. Each output packets will be added at the tail of retransmission queue and removed when it is delivered to the upper layer by the receiver. If the space in the send buffer is too narrow for sending new packets and the sending speed has been seriously affected, the situation could be called send buffer blocking.

Reliable single path protocols in transport layer, such as TCP and SCTP, need to gather the status information from ACKs. Multipath inherits this method when exchanging data packets. Original ACKs could only indicate the earliest data packets the receiver needs. Although some packets have arrived and stored at receiver’s buffer, the sender may still consider these packets have been lost. This will lead to unnecessary degradation of sending speed.

Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) is used to inform the sender how many packets have been received successfully in both ordered and disordered status. It is quite helpful for the sender to release the send buffer. The TCP throughput could be improved obviously [8] [9]. Nowadays, more and more
web servers support SACK. However, based on the RFC2018 [10], the receiver has the right to SACK some out-of-order packets and then discard them for some particular reasons (such as the operating system needs to reuse previously allocated memory for other processes). This action is called “data receiver reneging”. In order to tolerate the renege, the senders of reliable protocols have to store the copies of the SACKed data in its send buffer.

The receiver of TCP never deliver out-of-order packet to upper layer. However, In SCTP, multiple streaming is the default option which means the packets with continuous TSN may be assigned to different streams. Therefore, out-of-order packets with different TSN may belong to the same stream and have continuous Stream Sequence Number (SSN). These packets could be delivered to the application layer directly. If that happens, they become non-renegable. The problem is the sender could not distinguish the “real” disordering packets stored in the receive buffer from the “fake” disordering packets which has been delivered to the upper layer. That will lead to send buffer waste because only the cumulatively ACK could trigger the free up action for relevant packets. That means all the SACKed packets need to be reserved at send buffer even they have been delivered. Such situation could ascribe to the send buffer blocking.

Non-renegable selective acknowledgments (NR-SACKs) [11] is proposed to cope with above problems. The idea is to modify the original SACK packet by adding new field for reporting non-renegable packets. The performance of new method is tested both on multiple paths and single path scenarios [12]. Send buffer could be released efficiently by using NR-SACK based on the simulation results. This method is quite helpful for all the reliable protocol in transport layer that uses SACK and allow delivery of disordered data to upper layer. The authors deem that if data packet renege is rarely in the current Internet, NR-SACK would not bring too much burdens for both sender and receiver, which means that understanding the probability of renege is critical for deploying the NR-SACK.

3.2. Receive buffer blocking

The appearance of receive buffer blocking is quite common in reliable transmissions. In multipath transport scenario, all available paths have their own characteristics. Data packets sent on different paths may not keep in sequence when they arrive at the destination. These out-of-order packets have to be stored in the receive buffer. If there are a lot of these kinds of packets, the free space in the buffer will be quite small. Normally, the sending speed of reliable protocols is controlled by the size of local congestion window and free space of peer receive buffer, which will be detailed in the following. Therefore, the throughput of multipath transport might be limited by the receive buffer blocking.
For current Internet, there are three potential reasons may lead such phenomena. To facilitate the presentation, we employ two paths for illustration in this Section and below.

**Buffer size related:** In most implementations of transport layer protocols, there are a default size of receive buffer. For the single path transport, disordered packets are not quite prevalent (comparing with multiple paths environment). Even that, the relationship between receive buffer size and performance is also quite important. When sending the data packets via multipath, the setting of receive buffer size is hard to determine. The protocol could assign each path an independent receive buffer. However, the sum of buffer size on all paths is still finite and restrict packet deliver to the application layer. So this mechanism would not gain a lot. The general idea of the receive buffer size effect is that lager space could hold more out-of-order data packets. Meanwhile, larger space will bring more burdens for the operating system as well. The relevance between buffer size and transmission performance still needs more experiments.

**Packets loss related:** Basically, packets loss caused by intermediate routers or the links is quite common in the Internet. For the purpose of avoiding the heavy congestion, routers will drop some packet based on the different schemes (such as Drop Tail or RED). In wired network, link error loss is less than that in wireless network. Beside these two reasons, some loss event may appear when the handover occur in wireless environment. If there is a loss event on one path, packets sent on other paths could not reach the receiver side in order. For comparing the detail, we propose a mechanism for analyzing the whole process with "Non packets loss related" together in the following.

**Non packets loss related:** Receive buffer blocking may be triggered as well even if there is no packet loss in multipath transport. Different bottleneck bandwidth and transmission delay are able to generate out-of-order packets in the sending process. The value of bottleneck bandwidth determines forwarding speed at the intermediate routers. It will take long periods for a router which has low output bandwidth to send the data packets to the next hop. If the rate of ingress is higher than the rate of egress, some data packets have to wait in the queue of intermediate router.

Fig. 1 illustrates that multipath transport flows and other flows are sharing the same route. The packets of multipath were sent on two paths which have different bottleneck bandwidth. The value of bandwidth on path B is larger than another path. So for path A, there are more packets waiting inside the buffer of router. In Fig. 1, the number printed in each packet is TSN. Data packets sent from source are not able to arrive at destination in order. These packets will occupy much space in receive buffer.

The diversity of hops on available paths which are set up at the initial stage of connecting may bring different transmission delay in multipath transport. It is possible that the values of transmission time on different paths are not similar even if the paths have the same hops. In Fig. 2, there are two access modes (GPRS and 802.15x) for the sender to connect to the Internet. The receiver has two access modes (CDMA and 802.11x) as well. The data
packets which were sent from different interfaces may not be able to arrive at destination simultaneously.

![Fig. 1. Bottleneck bandwidth variety (with other flow)](image1)

Fig. 1. Bottleneck bandwidth variety (with other flow)

![Fig. 2. Transmission delay variety](image2)

Fig. 2. Transmission delay variety

The reasons which may cause receive buffer blocking can be illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. They are very useful for understanding the whole blocking process. CMT-SCTP proposed in [13] is used as an example in this Section. To make it more simplify, we assume that delay ACK is not adopted. However, the following mechanism is also serviceable for delay ACK scenarios. When payload size of one packet is 1468 Bytes (It is according to the definition of CMT-SCTP. In TCP, the maximum size of payload is 1460 Bytes), the receiver is able to contain only 11 packets if the size of receive buffer is set to 16KB. Here are some definitions:

- \( C_x \): the size of congestion window (\( Cwnd \)) on path \( x \).
- \( O_x \): the number of unacknowledged packets (i.e. Outstanding packets) which was sent on path \( x \).
- \( A_x \) and \( B_x \): the interfaces of sender and receiver, respectively. Two interfaces are connected if the value of \( x \) is the same.
Fig. 3. Receive buffer blocking caused by packets loss

<Sa, b-c; Rd>: a indicates accumulative TSN. b-c means the packets with TSN between b and c have been acknowledged by gap. d means the size of free space in the receive buffer (Rwnd). The unit of all the parameters is packet.

Arrow lines indicate the process of sending and receiving packets.

The TSN of each packet is printed at the beginning of arrow lines.

There are 11 squares at the left side in the figures to show the state of receive buffer. It will be changed whenever the data packets arrive at receiver side. Only the latest state is shown when two packets which were sent on different paths reach the destination almost at the same time.

Inside receive buffer state squares, the transparent number indicate the TSN of packets which have been submitted to application layer. These squares with transparent number are just used as an identifier for submission process and will not take up any space in receive buffer. For instance, in Fig. 4, when the receive buffer state is showing: 13, 9 (written in transparent style), 14, there are only two packets in the buffer actually. And the sequence of them is 13 and 14.

Based on above preparations, we could describe the details about how the receive buffer blocking happens in packet loss situation (shown in Fig. 3). After hand shake stage, the initial congestion window on both paths is set to 2. The number of outstanding packets is 0. Then, the packets whose TSN is 1, 2 and 3, 4 will be sent from path 1 and 2, respectively. If the packets which were sent on path 2 are lost on the forward direction, the packets with TSN 1-2 will be submitted to application layer as soon as they arrive. The corresponding acknowledged packets will be generated and sent from receiver side. The accumulative TSN is 2 and the size of free space in the receive buffer is still 11.

The sender increases the value of Cwnd to 3 when the acknowledgement of packet with TSN 1 was received. Outstanding number decrease to 1(not
shown in Fig. 3). The number of packet which is permitted to send can be calculated by the formula (1) and (2):

\[ SendWnd = \min \left( Cwnd, \ PeerRwnd \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ PeerRwnd = Rwnd - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Outstanding}_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( n \) is the number of path which used for sending data packets. \( \text{Outstanding}_i \) means the total number of unacknowledged packets on path \( i \). In this case, the value of outstanding packets on path 1 and path 2 are 1 and 2, respectively. \( R11 \) indicates the free space in \( Rwnd \) is 11. Based on formula (2), the \( PeerRwnd \) is 8. The value of \( Cwnd \) on path 1 is 3. Therefore, the \( SendWnd \) is 3 according to the formula (1). Due to the packet with TSN 2 has not been acknowledged, the sender can only send 2 packets. After sending these packets, the number of outstanding packets is changed to 3. These figures only illustrate the final value of outstanding packets when all the permitted packets have been sent on one path. Transition states discussed here are not shown in the figures.

The \( Cwnd \) will be changed to 4 when the acknowledgment of TSN 2 was received. Outstanding value is changed to 2. According to the previous method, 2 packets are allowed to be sent. Then the value of outstanding packet is increased to 4.

When packets with TSN 5-8 arrive at the destination, the receiver can not submit them to the application layer at once because the TSN 3 and 4 have been lost. Therefore, the accumulative TSN at the receiver side is still 2 and packets with TSN 5-8 can only be acknowledged by gap in SACK. Meanwhile, the free space in receive buffer has been changed from 11 to 7.

When the acknowledgments of packets with TSN 5 and 6 have been received, the previous analysis method remains correct because \( Cwnd \) is smaller than \( PeerRwnd \). However, the value of \( PeerRwnd \) will be 1 when the acknowledgment of packet with TSN 7 was received. That means only 1 packet can be sent. After sending this packet, the outstanding number will be changed to 6. We use red character to identify the sender has been influenced by receive buffer blocking. When the acknowledgment of packet with TSN 8 was received, the number of outstanding packets on path 1 is changed to 5. The \( PeerRwnd \) is 0 because both the \( Rwnd \) and outstanding packets on two paths are 7. Therefore, no packets can be sent. Only five packets were sent after the acknowledgments of packets with TSN 5-8 were received.

In non packet loss situation (shown in Fig. 4), the packets whose TSN is 1, 2 and 3, 4 will be sent from path 1 and 2, respectively. All these four packets can be submitted to application layer because they arrive at destination in order. The sender change the value of \( Cwnd \) and outstanding packets value when the acknowledgments of the packets with TSN 1-2 were received, then the sender will calculate \( SendWnd \) based on (1) and (2). After that, the packets with TSN 5-8 are sent via path 1.
Fig. 4 Receive buffer blocking caused by non packets loss

For the path 2, when the SACKs of packets with TSN 3-4 are received, the sender will update the Cwnd and outstanding packets value again, and then transmit the packets with TSN 9-12 to the receiver. The C2 and O2 are equal to 4 when this transmission round is finished.

The Cwnd is always smaller than PeerRwnd when the SACKs of packets with TSN 5-7 are received. We can use similar method for analysis. However, when the acknowledgment of packet with TSN 8 arrives at the sender side, only 1 packet can be sent. Then the value of outstanding packet will not increase. So 7 packets were sent after the acknowledgements of packets with TSN 5-8 arrived. Receive buffer blocking happens again.

Fig. 5 Topology for multiple paths transport
4. Performance Simulation

In Section 3, the main potential problems which may lead to performance decrease in reliable multipath transport were analyzed. We argue that if these problems emerge frequently, using single path might be a better choice to get higher throughput. To evaluate this idea, we set up two topologies following the guidelines proposed in [14] and adopt the CMT-SCTP and original SCTP as the object reliable multipath and single path protocols, respectively. All the simulations are running in NS2-2.35 [15]. The basic structures of multiple paths (MP) and single path (SP) topologies are showed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Two multipath transport nodes shown in red are adopted and other 12 nodes are used to generate application layer traffic. FTP, HTTP and UDP flows are sent randomly from left nodes to the right nodes. The value of bandwidth and delay between terminals and routers are fixed. The network parameters of bottleneck are set dynamically in different scenarios. The drop tail routers are used in our simulations. For the CMT-SCTP, three algorithms
(CUC, SFR and DAC) introduced in [16] are employed to ensure the transport quality. Chunk size is set to 1468 bytes. The send buffer of CMT-SCTP and SCTP terminals is set to the default size. The receive buffer size are changed in various experiments. Random seeds are used to run each experiment for 30 times.

In order to compare the transport performance between multiple paths and single path, several pretreatments are needed. Based on the previous analysis, NR-SACK could be used to enhance the utilization rate of send buffer. We enable the NR-SACK in all simulations. However, due to the restriction of receiving and delivering procedure, the influence of receive buffer blocking needs more investigation.

There are three possibilities which may aggravate receive buffer blocking and decrease the throughput. We set up three different scenarios for testing the performance.
4.1. Scenario One: influence of receive buffer size

The values of bandwidth and Round Trip Time (RTT) on the bottleneck links are modified. The value of bandwidth is changing from 1 M to 10 M (step size is 1M). The RTTs fluctuate from 50ms to 100ms (step size is 10ms). In order to clearly specify the relationship among bandwidth, RTTs and throughput, we did not add any packets loss in this scenario.

Three-dimensional figures could be used to illustrate the results. In Fig. 7, when the receive buffer size is set to 32K, 64K and 128K, the throughput is getting higher and higher. Based on analyzing the trace files, sending window is limited by the PeerRwnd if small buffer size is set. With the increasing of receive buffer, the limitation for the sender becomes weakening. There are not too much out-of-order data packets because the parameters of each bottleneck link are modified simultaneously.

We could find that the variation of RTT bring little changing in larger receive buffer size case if the bandwidth is low, which means the fluctuation of throughput is smaller than 1%. With the growth of bandwidth, the disadvantages brought by large RTT value are gradually obvious. In the 128K case, the throughput is reduced 49.8%. In other cases, the decrement rate is also around 50%.

However, the bandwidth plays an important role if larger receive buffer size are assigned. In 128K case, when the RTT is set to 50ms, the throughput will increase 424.2% if the bandwidth changed from 1M to 10M. The growth rate is getting low if smaller buffer size is set. In the case of 64K and 32K (RTTs are equal to 50ms as well) the performance will be increased 163.9% and 39.6%, respectively.

For analyzing the benefits given by larger receive buffer size, we fix the bandwidth and RTT to the best case and worst case to check the performance. When double and quadruple the 32K, the throughput increase
99.7% and 303.6% if 10M and 50ms are adopted. That means the growth rate is in proportion to the receive buffer size in the best case. However, the performance only increase 54.2% and 60.6% when amplifying buffer size to 64K and 128K in the worst case, i.e. bandwidth and RTT are equal to 1M and 100ms.

We compare the multiple paths and single path performance in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 scenario. The general view is that the disadvantage of multipath is not shown up. All results indicate single path could not get higher performance. We also find two main features: One is the throughput enhancement is quite obvious (86%, 96% and 98% in 32K, 64K and 128K, respectively) when low bandwidth and high RTT are set. The other feature is that marginal effect for multiple paths transport throughput is more serious than that in single path transmission when the bandwidth is varying from 1M to 10M.

4.2. Scenario Two: influence of packets loss factor

The packets drop will trigger the receive buffer blocking quickly. To simulate such process and test the performance, we run some experiments which fix RTTs (50ms on both paths) and change other parameters. The value of bandwidth is set from 1M to 10M and the loss rate is increased from 0.01 to 0.08. Receive buffer size are set to 32K, 64K and 128K.

In Fig. 11, three curved surfaces are used to illustrate and compare the performance of multipath transport. Generally, the larger receive buffer size is, the more throughput one could get. The difference among three curved surfaces is not significant. If the loss rate is getting higher (larger than 0.04), the variation tendency of them are quite similar. With the increase of bandwidth, the influence given by packet lost could be remitted, which enhance the multipath throughput. One interesting phenomenon, like in
scenario one, is that the marginal effect are highlighted when the bottleneck bandwidth is larger than 2M. We could find the point of inflection is smaller than that in scenario one.

Fig. 12 Multipath vs Single path (buffer size = 32K) for Scenario Two

Fig. 13 Multipath vs Single path (buffer size = 64K) for Scenario Two

In Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, single path transport results are added for comparison when the buffer size is set to 32K, 64K and 128K. Although, the bandwidth and loss rate are assigned to different value in the experiments, which may aggravate the receive buffer blocking, the throughput of multipath is always higher than the values of single path transport. The results show the performance is enhanced 36.3%, 84.1% and 114.5% in the best case.
4.3. Scenario Three: influence of non-packets loss factor

In this scenario, we fix the bandwidth of bottleneck link to 10M and vary the receive buffer size and RTT. Based on the analysis in Section 3, different RTT on two paths may block the receive buffer. The first experiment, shown in Fig. 15, is to change the RTT (from 50ms to 100ms) of the alternate path and leave main path RTT (50ms) untouched. 32K, 64K and 128K receive buffer size are still used here. When two paths have same RTT, the throughput of multiple paths and single path are quite similar if the buffer size is set to 32K or 64K, which means the performance is restricted mainly by the size of buffer. Such situation is released when the buffer size is 128K. With the increase of RTT on alternate path, the throughput of multipath is getting down. The decrease rate in 32K, 64K and 128K are 47.3%, 41.5% and 48.7%, respectively. The multipath (shown in solid line) is defeated by single path (shown in dash line) when the RTT is higher than 55ms.

The second experiment shown in Fig. 16 explores the performance variation when changing two paths’ RTT simultaneously and maintaining the sum RTT of two paths (equals to 100ms). Due to the RTT of main path is getting smaller, the throughput of single path will increase. Although the curve of multipath has fluctuation, it is lower than the curve of single path in most cases. When the receive buffer size is set to 64K, the decrease rate will reach 64.1%. We could find the variation tendency of multipath and single path are quite different with the changing of RTTs.
5. Related Work

Researches related with reliable transport on multiple paths have different emphases. Multipath TCP or SCTP should be discussed firstly due to correlation of our work.

Based on the principle of resource pooling [17], some new mechanisms were introduced and evaluated. The main goal of designing MPTCP [18] [19] is to be deployable and usable without significant changes to existing Internet infrastructure. In [20], an effective proposal for large-scale data centers is presented to enhance the throughput and fairness. Raiciu et al. [21] proposed an opportunistic-based mobility method by using multipath TCP. In order to settle the congestion problem in MPTCP, Wischik et al. [22] designed a multipath congestion control algorithm and implemented it into Linux system. The adoption of MPTCP in current network was analyzed from business
perspective in [23], which might be quite helpful in understanding the critical issues in the deployment process of multipath TCP.

In send buffer blocking part, although NR-SACK or other renege solutions are quite helpful in mitigating the blocking problem, investigations for occurrence frequency of data renege in current Internet are highly needed. A reasonable way is trying to process the dataset gathering from the real network environment. In [24], TCP traces obtained from Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) [25] was analyzed to infer the state of receive buffer. The first step results show that data reneging appears constantly. However, the further work [26] point out that the generation of SACKs in many TCP implementations was unreasonable comparing with the RFC2018. Some necessary SACKs were wrongly sent or even not sent. Seven misbehaviors were demonstrated and discussed to show the risks. A series of extensions mechanisms which could be added into TBIT [27] were proposed for detecting these misbehaviors.

For the research of receive buffer blocking, Iyengar et al. [28] compare different retransmission schemes in finite receive buffer size to see which one is more suitable for reducing receive buffer blocking in concurrent multipath transfer (CMT). More details can be found in [16]. Natarajan et al. [29] added a new state called “Potentially-failed” into original CMT mechanism to reduce the receive buffer blocking. It can provide acceptable throughput when the path failure occurs. However, these works are not able to improve the performance in non packet loss related situation. Increasing the size of receive buffer can relieve this problem in all scenarios obviously, but it makes no sense for these hosts which do not have enough resource. The receive buffer blocking is still an open issue.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The multipath transport has been attracting the research attention for some time. It is a reasonable solution for improving the capability, reliability, security, mobility and other property in the Internet. Normally, comparing with single path transport, people consider that sending data packets on multipath should have better performance. We argue such an opinion would not always hold water for the reliable multipath transport. In this paper, we proposed a specific mechanism for analyzing the potential problems which may lead to performance reduction. Then some suitable topologies for evaluating the analytical mechanism on both multiple paths and single path scenarios were set up.

The evaluations are divided into three scenarios. For the first scenario, when changing the size of receive buffer, all experiments are affected. Using multipath shows better throughput than adopting single path. An interesting finding is the marginal effect for multipath is more significant than single path. It is also confirmed via scenario two. In addition, the performance contrast of the second scenario is shown when the bandwidth and drop rate are adjusted.
simultaneously. In scenarios three, the insufficient of multipath are revealed when fix the bandwidth and adjust the receive buffer size and RTTs, which explain the transmission on single path could beat multipath in some specific environments. More details, including increasing and decreasing rate for each experiments, could be found in the performance simulation part.

This paper is focusing on the end to end perspective. A more challenging question is trying to enable multipath in the whole network and validate the performance in different scenarios, which should be studied in the future work.
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